SECTION A

DRAINAGE GAP
1. No gap required if paint is used for the edge line.
2. Where thermoplastic material is used, add drainage gaps to suit terrain and/or crossfall of carriageway.
   Recommend 100-150mm gap @ approx. 5.0m centres on very flat carriageways.

SEE NOTE 2.

SECTION B

NOTES:
1. Profile thermoplastic longitudinal edge lines shall be laid in accordance with MRWA specification 604 including application of drop on glass beads.
2. Ribs should not be applied to a new painted surface or existing edgeline where paint build-up has completely filled all surface texture.
3. Standard width: 120 ± 10mm normal usage
   150 ± 10mm freeways
   May be increased for curves and black spot areas to 150mm, 200mm or 250mm as specified on contract drawings.